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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate a new method of achieving
rectiﬁcation in single molecule devices using the high-bias
properties of gold−carbon bonds. Our design for molecular
rectiﬁers uses a symmetric, conjugated molecular backbone
with a single methylsulﬁde group linking one end to a gold
electrode and a covalent gold−carbon bond at the other end.
The gold−carbon bond results in a hybrid gold-molecule
“gateway” state pinned close to the Fermi level of one
electrode. Through nonequilibrium transport calculations, we
show that the energy of this state shifts drastically with applied
bias, resulting in rectiﬁcation at surprisingly low voltages. We use this concept to design and synthesize a family of diodes and
demonstrate through single-molecule current−voltage measurements that the rectiﬁcation ratio can be predictably and eﬃciently
tuned. This result constitutes the ﬁrst experimental demonstration of a rationally tunable system of single-molecule rectiﬁers.
More generally, the results demonstrate that the high-bias properties of “gateway” states can be used to provide additional
functionality to molecular electronic systems.
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experimentally realized alternatives to donor−acceptor type
diodes have been “many-molecule” devices where one linker
group is eliminated14,15 or weakened,16,17 creating an asymmetrically contacted junction.18−20 These junctions do not have
well-deﬁned molecular geometries and show low conductances,
making measurements at the single-molecule scale diﬃcult.3,20
In addition, experimental realizations of molecular rectiﬁers
have so far operated at relatively high biases2,4 of >1 V. In these
voltage regimes, the room-temperature stability of singlemolecule junctions becomes a limiting factor. To overcome
these shortcomings, we have explored a new method of
achieving rectiﬁcation using the electronic properties of
molecular junctions with highly conducting covalent gold−
carbon bonds. We demonstrate that this new family of
molecular diodes exhibits high electrical conductance and
high rectiﬁcation at low bias and can be eﬃciently and
predictably tuned.
Our proposed rectiﬁer design (molecule 1, Figure 1a)
consists of a stilbene molecular backbone with a single
methylsulﬁde linker21 at the 4 position (red circle) and a
covalent gold−carbon bond at the 4′ position (green circle),
formed in situ through the benzylic trimethyltin functionality22
(see Supporting Information (SI)). We measure the con-

he experimental demonstration of a single-molecule diode
is a ﬁrst step toward the goal of creating functional
molecular electronic devices and has generated substantial
interest since Aviram and Ratner ﬁrst proposed their elegant
design for a molecular rectiﬁer.1 However, experimental
realizations of this2 and other diode schemes3,4 at the singlemolecule level have been limited by poor predictability of
performance and extreme sensitivity to molecular design.5,6
Over the past few decades, single-molecule electronics has
made signiﬁcant progress in relating the chemical structure of
molecules to their electronic properties.7−9 The ongoing
challenge is to create higher electrical functionality through
molecular design, thus going beyond the use of molecules as
merely resistive elements. The earliest proposal for such a
device is the Aviram−Ratner diode,1 which involves a
donor−σ−acceptor molecule connected symmetrically to two
metal termini. The conceptual simplicity of this design belies
some fundamental limitations.3,6,10 First, the characteristics of
such donor−acceptor diodes are very sensitive to the energy
level alignment of the molecular orbitals with each other, and
with the connecting electrodes, making experimentally
predictable designs diﬃcult.11,12 Second, rectiﬁcation in such
diodes requires a σ bridge, which eﬀectively adds a large tunnel
barrier to the backbone and results in very large junction
resistance. As a result, the few experiments that have
demonstrated functional single-molecule diodes all have
resistances greater than 10 MΩ.2,4,13 To date, the only
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic for molecular circuit formed by molecule 1 between two gold electrodes, with the carbon−gold bond represented by a green
circle and methylsulﬁde-gold bond represented by a red circle. A diode circuit element is shown to highlight the directional asymmetry of this circuit.
(b) Representative current, voltage, and displacement (z-position) traces for a single break junction measurement. The I−V ramp is applied when z
is held constant. (c) Two-dimensional histogram made up of thousands of traces similar to those shown in b; no asymmetry is seen because the
orientation of molecule in junction is not controlled. (d) Forward bias and (e) reverse bias two-dimensional histograms recovered from c, using trace
sorting. Blue (forward) and black (reverse) line ﬁts deﬁne average I−V curves from the histogram distributions. (f) Average I−V curves for d and e,
overlaid with the reverse bias (black) curve mirrored across the vertical axis. Average rectiﬁcation ratio is 1.7 at 0.85 V. Inset: Example traces of highly
rectifying forward bias (blue) and reverse bias (orange) junctions with rectiﬁcation ratio of 3.5 and 3.3, respectively.

Since junctions are equally likely to form with molecules
bound in “forward” or “reverse” orientations relative to the
applied bias, any rectiﬁcation is washed out in Figure 1c. We
recover the inherent asymmetry of the junction by sorting our
data into two sets, based on the magnitude of current in a range
of positive biases (+0.75 to +0.80 V) and corresponding
negative voltages (−0.75 to −0.80 V). Traces that show larger
(smaller) current at positive voltages than negative correspond
to molecular junctions in the forward (reverse) orientation. 2D
histograms from these sorted data sets are shown in Figure 1d
(blue, forward bias) and 1e (orange, reverse bias). To make a
quantitative comparison of the histograms, we ﬁt each vertical
slice of the histograms to a log-normal distribution and extract
the maximum value of the best-ﬁt. These values are plotted as
the black and blue I−V curves in Figure 1d (1e) respectively
and are also shown overlaid in Figure 1f. The resulting curves
represent the statistically most probable I−V curves for this
molecule. The forward bias average I−V (blue curve, Figure 1f)
overlays the reverse bias I−V (black curve), which has been
mirrored in the voltage axis. Both curves show a very linear
reverse bias section and a nonlinear forward bias section; the
near-identical shape of these curves indicates that sorting
recovers the inherent structure in the I−V curves without
introducing signiﬁcant bias. A similar sorting algorithm applied
to fully symmetric molecules further conﬁrms this conclusion:

ductance and current−voltage characteristics of this molecule in
ambient, room-temperature conditions with a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) in break-junction mode23−25
(see SI for details). Brieﬂy, a gold STM tip is brought into
contact with a gold-on-mica substrate until a junction
conductance of >5G0 (G0 = 2e2/h = 77.6 μS) is measured.
The tip is then withdrawn at a rate of 15 nm/s for 125 ms and
held at this displacement for 150 ms before being withdrawn
for an additional 75 ms. During the “hold” section, the applied
voltage is ramped between ±1 V, while current and voltage are
measured simultaneously (Figure 1b). Due to the instability of
molecular junctions at high bias at room temperature, many
traces cannot sustain a stable molecular plateau during the
entire ramp, making higher bias regimes impossible. The I−V
procedure is repeated tens of thousands of times, with ∼4% of
junctions (5250 out of 131,000 traces) showing a molecular
conductance signature during the I−V measurement. A
“molecular conductance signature” is deﬁned as a junction
that sustains an unbroken conductance plateau throughout the
I−V ramp and exhibits the characteristic zero-bias conductance
of the molecule in the low-bias regions of the I−V ramp (see SI
for details). These selected I−V traces are added together to
create a two-dimensional histogram of absolute current against
applied voltage (Figure 1c).
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Figure 2. (a) DFT calculated transmission function at zero bias, T(E,V = 0) for molecule 1. The arrow indicates the position of eigenchannel
corresponding to gold−carbon gateway state at −0.5 eV. The dashed line at 0 eV indicates zero-bias Fermi energy for both electrodes. Inset:
isosurface plot of the upward moving scattering for the gateway state, showing a signiﬁcant contribution on the carbon−gold bond. (b) Transmission
for molecule 1 as a function of applied bias of −1 V (light red) to +1 V (dark red) in increments of 0.5 V. Arrows point to the gateway state positions
at each bias. The dashed line at 0 eV indicates average of left and right chemical potentials. Inset: I−V curve obtained by integrating T(E,V), showing
a rectiﬁcation ratio of 1.8 at 0.85 V. (c) Transmission at −1 V (dark) and +1 V (light) for analogues of molecule 1 with methylsulﬁde torsional angle
θ = 0° (green) and θ = 90° (blue) compared to equilibrium geometry (red) which has θ = 73°. Inset: DFT-calculated rectiﬁcation ratio as a function
of the methylsulﬁde torsion angle.

respective chemical potentials, following a standard ﬁrstprinciples approach.30 At zero applied bias, the left and right
chemical potentials are ﬁxed in the three outermost layers of
each electrode to their bulk values. As a bias voltage V is applied
to the junction, these ﬁxed values are shifted corresponding to
the opening of a symmetric bias window (±eV/2). The
potential and density are computed under these constraints and
are allowed to relax in a central region including the molecule
and four layers of gold on each side. The resulting potential
proﬁle across the junction is plotted in the SI. I−V
characteristics are calculated using the Landauer formula by
integrating the bias-dependent transmission functions T(E,V).
The zero-bias transmission function for this junction, T(E,V =
0) shown in Figure 2a shows a broad feature at 0.5 eV below
the Fermi energy (EF, dashed line) on the tail of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) which peaks at −1.4 eV
from EF. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is
far from EF (1.8 eV) and is not important to conduction within
the experimentally accessible bias window. Although resonance
energies are expected to be an underestimated relative to the
experiment,31 we ﬁnd that DFT is a suﬃcient level of theory for
understanding rectiﬁcation in these systems.
An isosurface plot of the eigenchannel wave function at −0.5
eV (inset of Figure 2a) shows a “gateway” state derived from
the molecular orbital on the gold−carbon bond that is strongly
hybridized with molecular π backbone and gold electrode.22,32
A comparison of transmission functions under an applied bias
of −1 V to +1 V in steps of 0.5 V is shown in Figure 2b. We see
that the gateway state moves with the chemical potential of the
electrode toward EF under positive bias (dark red curve) and
away from EF for negative bias (light red curve). At every
applied bias, the gateway state is largely “pinned” to EF and
moves by 75% of the shift in chemical potential of its adjacent
electrode. This shift is not observed for intrinsic molecular
resonances, such as the LUMO, which only shifts by 20% of the
electrode potential. The high degree of tunability of the pinned
gateway state with bias compared to intrinsic molecular orbitals
suggests that eﬃcient rectiﬁcation at low-bias is achieved by
bringing a density of states into or out of the bias window. The

the separated 2D histograms for these control molecules are
identical and do not show rectiﬁcation (see SI).
Molecule 1 shows an average rectiﬁcation ratio of 1.7 at an
applied bias of 0.85 V (Figure 1f), with rectiﬁcation evident
from ±0.5 V and increasing linearly with increasing bias. Other
reported results from single-molecule diodes2,4 have comparable rectiﬁcation ratios, but at much higher operational voltages.
We ﬁnd that the maximum observed rectiﬁcation in selected
traces can be much higher than the statistically averaged value,
as is shown in sample traces in the inset of Figure 1f. More
evidence for junction-to-junction variation of conductance
characteristics can be seen in the broad distribution of I−V
histograms, especially at high biases (Figure 1d and e). Such
variability underscores the need for a statistical measure of
rectiﬁcation over thousands of measurements, to make a
meaningful characterization of the high-bias properties of
molecular junctions. Our results show that the binding
orientation of a molecule in the junction can be ascertained
on a trace-by-trace basis, and a statistical measure of
rectiﬁcation in molecules can be established despite the width
of the current distributions. Molecule 1 also shows a zero-bias
conductance of 5.4 × 10−3 G0, which is signiﬁcantly higher than
previously reported systems;4 this suggests that this molecular
design could be used as a basis for larger, more complex
molecules (or multi-molecule circuits) that enhance functionality while maintaining an experimentally measurable current.
Next, we use ab initio calculations to identify the mechanism
behind the diode-like properties of molecule 1 when in a gold
junction. We perform density functional theory (DFT) based
calculations with a gradient-corrected exchange correlation
functional26 and a nonequilibrium Greens’ function approach27
to optimize the molecular geometry, the details of which have
been discussed previously.22,28 The DFT optimized geometry
for molecule 1 bound to gold electrodes with trimer tips
(shown in SI) agrees well with published geometries for
symmetric gold−carbon and methylsulﬁde linked molecular
backbones.22,29 Bias-dependent steady-state density matrices
are then calculated self-consistently using DFT by integration
of the left- and right-moving scattering-states up to their
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Figure 3. (a) Chemical structures for the original molecular rectiﬁer design (molecule 1), along with two modiﬁed designs, 2 and 3. All three
structures have the same backbone and gateway and diﬀer only in the geometry of the sulﬁde linker. (b) Log-binned conductance histograms for the
three molecules. The decreasing conductance, 2 > 1 > 3, reﬂects the decreasing coupling between backbone and sulfur−gold bonds formed by the
three sulﬁde linkers. (c) Scaled, statistically most probable I−V curves for the three molecules. The curves are calculated from log-binned 2D
histograms with bin sizes and histogram ranges kept constant. All curves have been scaled to zero-bias conductance of molecule 2, with the red curve
(molecule 1) multiplied by 2 and the blue curve (molecule 3) by 4. Inset: Rectiﬁcation ratio as a function of bias.

Having established the mechanism for rectiﬁcation and a
route for its optimization, we now design molecules to
experimentally test these predictions. The methylsulﬁde linker
in our original rectiﬁer provides a convenient method of
achieving this goal. The coupling of the π-system through the
gold−sulfur donor−acceptor bond varies with their relative
orientation,34 and control of this relative orientation should
therefore result in tunable rectiﬁcation. In Figure 3a, we show
two molecules with better (2) or worse (3) π−gold−sulfur
coupling than 1 based on their chemical structures. The
methylsulﬁde group in 2 is locked in-plane with the molecular
backbone through the saturated six-membered ring. This ring
orients the methylsulﬁde group nearly parallel to the backbone’s π-system and gives near-maximal coupling of the gold−
sulfur bond to the backbone, analogous to the θ = 0° structure
discussed earlier. Molecule 3 has a phenylsulﬁde replacing the
methylsulﬁde group, which decreases the electronic coupling
across the sulﬁde linker when compared with 1.34
Our measurements of the zero-bias conductance (Vapplied <
100 mV) show that molecules 2 and 3 conduct higher and
lower than molecule 1 (Figure 3b) and conﬁrm that we are able
to tune coupling between the backbone and the gold−sulfur
bond through chemical modiﬁcations. The scaled I−V curves
for this family of molecules (Figure 3c) show a linear reverse
bias regime for all three molecules, which results from a
relatively ﬂat transmission function within the integration
window, consistent with the observation that the gateway is
moving away from EF. On the forward bias side, the curves are
all nonlinear, with 3 (blue) showing the most curvature due to
the inﬂuence of a more prominent gateway state. For each of
these curves, we determine a rectiﬁcation ratio as a function of
applied bias by dividing forward bias current with the
corresponding reverse bias current (inset, Figure 3c). For all
three molecules, rectiﬁcation increases linearly with applied
bias, with signiﬁcant asymmetry seen as low as ±0.5 V. The
molecule with the poorest coupling, 3, rectiﬁes the most, while
2, with the strongest coupling, rectiﬁes the least. More
importantly, we have demonstrated that, by increasing the
methylsulﬁde torsion angle, we can increase the asymmetry in
the measured I−V curves by over a factor of 3. This is

large shift seen for the gateway state is a result of strong gold−
carbon hybridization, which leads to a high polarizability and
relatively ﬂat potential proﬁle near the gold−carbon bond
under bias (see SI). The calculated I−V curve for this junction
(inset, Figure 2b) is asymmetric with a rectiﬁcation ratio of 1.8
at 0.85 V, very close to the experimental value of 1.7. While the
magnitude of computed current is somewhat overestimated (as
expected from DFT-based transport calculations),28 the much
smaller error in the position of the gateway state due to its
relatively strong coupling to the electrodes32 leads to striking
agreement between the experimental and the theoretical
rectiﬁcation ratio. Our calculations indicate that rectiﬁcation
in molecule 1 is a consequence of the gateway modulation and
suggests that higher rectiﬁcation ratios can be achieved by
tuning the response of this state to bias.
To explore the tunability of this molecular diode design, we
develop a tight-binding model to identify parameters that
govern rectiﬁcation ratio (see SI). A similar theoretical
approach has previously been used to explain negative
diﬀerential resistances in atomic wire junctions using carbonnanotube electrodes.33 Our model suggests that the coupling
between the two sides of the molecule plays an important role
in the shape and high-bias shift of the gateway state. In
particular, our model predicts that the rectiﬁcation ratio should
increase as the coupling between the backbone π-system and
the methylsulﬁde linker decreases (see SI). We explore the
possibility of tuning the coupling by varying the carbon−
sulfur−gold torsional angle θ between the backbone π-system
and the methylsulﬁde linker of molecule 1.34 We perform DFT
calculations on two analogues of molecule 1, with the
methylsulﬁde linker constrained parallel (θ = 0°) or
perpendicular (θ = 90°) to the plane of the stilbene backbone.
Figure 2c compares the resulting high bias transmission
functions, T(E,V = +1 V) and T(E,V = −1 V) for the three
structures. All three clearly show the presence of a gateway state
close to EF, which moves under an applied bias. The structure
with θ = 0°, which yields the highest gateway-backbone
coupling, has the lowest rectiﬁcation (1.3); in contrast, the
structure with θ = 90°, which has the lowest intramolecular
coupling, exhibits a signiﬁcant rectiﬁcation ratio of 2.6.
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experimental veriﬁcation of a rationally designed family of
rectiﬁers whose asymmetry can be tuned by varying a single
parameter through chemical design.
The results presented in this paper introduce a new
mechanism for rectiﬁcation based on the electrostatic
modulation of a gold−carbon gateway state. The relative
simplicity of this mechanism is highlighted by the fact that
rectiﬁcation can be tuned through molecular design. The
tunability of this design combined with the low operational
voltages and high zero-bias conductances achieved can facilitate
future designs that optimize performance with larger, more
complicated chemical structures. More broadly, our results
establish localized gateway states as a design element whose
unique high-bias properties can be integrated into existing
molecular structures to create new functionality.
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